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Task Division within the Prefrontal Cortex: Distinct Neuron
Populations Selectively Control Different Aspects of
Aggressive Behavior via the Hypothalamus
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An important question in behavioral neurobiology is how particular neuron populations and pathways mediate the overall roles of brain
structures. Here we investigated this issue by studying the medial prefrontal cortex (mPFC), an established locus of inhibitory control of
aggression. We established in male rats that dominantly distinct mPFC neuron populations project to and produce dense fiber networks
with glutamate release sites in the mediobasal hypothalamus (MBH) and lateral hypothalamus (LH; i.e., two executory centers of
species-specific and violent bites, respectively). Optogenetic stimulation of mPFC terminals in MBH distinctively increased bite counts in
resident/intruder conflicts, whereas the stimulation of similar terminals in LH specifically resulted in violent bites. No other behaviors
were affected by stimulations. These findings show that the mPFC controls aggressiveness by behaviorally dedicated neuron populations
and pathways, the roles of which may be opposite to those observed in experiments where the role of the whole mPFC (or of its major
parts) has been investigated. Overall, our findings suggest that the mPFC organizes into working units that fulfill specific aspects of its
wide-ranging roles.
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Introduction
The prefrontal cortex (PFC) is the main locus of control for
higher cognitive and emotional processes and goal directed be-

haviors (Ray and Zald, 2012; Pessoa, 2015). However, the manner
in which the PFC achieves these wide-ranging functions remains
largely unknown. Deconstructing global roles into specific roles
by subdividing the area (Smith and Jonides, 1999; Van De Werd
et al., 2010) is only a partial solution to the problem because even
such subdivisions have a multitude of output areas (Ongür and
Price, 2000; Heidbreder and Groenewegen, 2003). Closer insights
may be achieved by optogenetics, which enables the stimulation
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Significance Statement

Aggression control is associated with many cognitive and emotional aspects processed by the prefrontal cortex (PFC). However,
how the prefrontal cortex influences quantitative and qualitative aspects of aggressive behavior remains unclear. We demon-
strated that dominantly distinct PFC neuron populations project to the mediobasal hypothalamus (MBH) and the lateral hypo-
thalamus (LH; i.e., two executory centers of species-specific and violent bites, respectively). Stimulation of mPFC fibers in MBH
distinctively increased bite counts during fighting, whereas stimulation of similar terminals in LH specifically resulted in violent
bites. Overall, our results suggest a direct prefrontal control over the hypothalamus, which is involved in the modulation of
quantitative and qualitative aspects of aggressive behavior through distinct prefrontohypothalamic projections.
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of axon terminals in target areas. Combined with the identifica-
tion of projection neurons, this technique enables the under-
standing of the role of specific neuron populations rather than of
subregions that comprise heterogeneous neuron populations
(Yizhar et al., 2011; Tye and Deisseroth, 2012).

Here we used optogenetics to understand the role of the
medial PFC (mPFC) in aggression, for which this brain area is a
critical control site (Siegel et al., 2007). We focused on the path-
ways that connect the mPFC to two hypothalamic centers that
control biting attacks [i.e., the mediobasal hypothalamus (MBH)
and lateral hypothalamus (LH); Sesack et al., 1989; Toth et al.,
2010]. The rat MBH or hypothalamic attack area is an electro-
physiologically defined region, which is located ventrally and
medially to the fornix and comprises the posterior parts of the
anterior hypothalamus, the tuber cinereum area, and the nucleus
of ventrolateral parts of the ventromedial hypothalamus
(VMHvl). The electric stimulation of this area elicits biting at-
tacks on conspecifics (e.g., partner rats placed in the test cage;
Kruk et al., 1990). Hypothalamic areas with similar functions
were found in cats (mediobasal hypothalamus), mice (VMHvl),
marmosets (ventromedial hypothalamus), and humans (postero-
medial hypothalamus; Siegel et al., 1999; Lin et al., 2011; Haller,
2013; Lee et al., 2014). By contrast, the electric stimulation of the
LH, which is located laterally to the fornix, evokes predatory
attacks in rats (e.g., the killing of mice and frogs; Vergnes and
Karli, 1969; Bandler, 1970). The electrical stimulation of the lat-
eral hypothalamus also elicits predatory attacks in cats (rat kill-
ing; Siegel et al., 1999). More recently, the lateral hypothalamus
was implicated in attacks delivered on conspecifics, particularly
in models of abnormal aggression, where rats are exposed to
etiological factors of aggression-related psychopathologies (Haller and
Kruk, 2006; Tulogdi et al., 2010; Miczek et al., 2013). In such
models, biting attacks were primarily aimed at vulnerable body
parts of opponents (head, throat, and belly), and, in addition, the
social signaling of attack intentions was considerably reduced
(Haller et al., 2001; Tóth et al., 2008). In the context of resident/
intruder (RI) tests, these behaviors disregard species-typical rules;
therefore, attacks on vulnerable targets and those that were not sig-
naled socially were considered abnormal or violent, two terms used
interchangeably in this article. Such attacks, in contrast to species-
typical ones were associated with marked increases in LH activa-
tion; moreover, there was a significant interaction between the
frequency of abnormal attacks and LH activation (Tulogdi et al.,
2010; Toth et al., 2012).

Here we investigated the anatomical, physiological, and
behavioral characteristics of the mPFC–LH and mPFC–MBH
projections by using retrograde tracing, immunohistochemistry,
slice electrophysiology, in vivo axonal photostimulation, and be-
havioral techniques. From a broader perspective, the roles played
by the two pathways may shed light on how the overall roles of the
mPFC are achieved by its functional units, a phenomenon that
remains largely unknown.

Materials and Methods
Animals
We studied adult male Wistar rats (Charles River Laboratories), which
were group housed until undergoing surgery, and thereafter were housed
individually until the end of the experiment. Food and water were avail-
able ad libitum, while temperature and relative humidity were kept at
22 � 2°C and 60 � 10%, respectively. Rats were maintained in a reverse
12 h light/dark cycle with lights off at 8:00 A.M. No rat was handled
except for regular cage cleaning. The opponents used in aggressive
encounters came from the same source and weighed �300 g. These rats
were group housed during the whole experiment and were maintained

under similar conditions. The experiments were performed in accor-
dance with the European Communities Council Directive of 2010 (2010/
63/EU) and were reviewed and approved by the Animal Welfare
Committee of the Institute of Experimental Medicine.

Experimental designs and procedures
Retrograde tracing (Experiment 1). We investigated the mPFC–MBH and
mPFC–LH pathways from the two hypothalamic sites by using cholera
toxin � subunit (CTB) and Fluorogold (FG), respectively, as retrograde
tracers. All surgeries were performed in a stereotaxic frame (Kopf Instru-
ments) under deep ketamine (50 mg/kg; Medicus Partner), xylazine (20
mg/kg; Medicus Partner), and pipolphen (0.2 ml/kg; Egis) anesthesia.
After a midline incision, a hand drill was used to expose the brain surface
above the target site. Retrograde tracers and viral vectors were microin-
jected through a glass pipette (the diameter of the tip was 20 –30 �m) by
using a MicroSyringe Pump Controller System (World Precision Instru-
ments). In Experiment 1, we injected either 50 nl of 1% CTB into the
MBH [anteroposterior (AP), �1.6 mm; ML, �1.2 mm; DV, �9.2 mm;
CTB, List Biological Laboratories] or 20 nl of 2% Fluorogold into the LH
(AP, �2,3 mm; ML, �2,1 mm; DV, �8,5 mm; FG, Fluorochrome). In
this experiment, rats did not undergo behavioral testing. Two weeks after
the injections, rats were anesthetized and transcardially perfused with
150 ml of ice-cold saline, followed by 300 ml of 4% paraformaldehyde in
0.1 M PBS, pH 7.4. Brains were removed and postfixed in the same fixa-
tive overnight, and cryoprotected in 30% sucrose in PBS at 4°C for 2 d
before sectioning (30 �m coronal sections) on a sliding microtome. Only
animals with injection sites limited to the MBH (n � 4), LH (n � 4), or
both in the case of double injection (n � 3) were included in the analysis.
CTB-positive and FG-positive cell bodies in the infralimbic cortex (IL)
and prelimbic cortex (PrL) were labeled by immunohistochemical meth-
ods as follows. A previously described immunohistochemical protocol
was used (Biro et al., 2017) with slight modifications as indicated in Table
1. Briefly, after several rinses in PBS, sections (90 �m apart) were incu-
bated in PBS containing 0.3% Triton X-100 (Sigma-Aldrich) and 0.3%
H2O2 for 30 min. Then, after several washes in PBS, sections were incu-
bated in PBS containing either 5% normal donkey serum or 10% normal
goat serum for 90 min, which was followed by incubation in primary
antibody solution (in PBS containing 2% normal donkey serum) for
48 –72 h at 4°C. Primary antibodies were detected by either biotin- or
fluorescent-conjugated IgG antibodies (1:200 –1000; Jackson Immu-
noResearch Europe) using a 1–2 h incubation time. All specific primary
and secondary antibodies and their applications are summarized in Table
1. In case of biotin-conjugated antibodies, labeling was amplified by
avidin– biotin complex (1:1000; Vector Laboratories) by incubation for
1 h at room temperature. The peroxidase reaction was developed in the
presence of diaminobenzidine tetrahydrochloride (0.2 mg/ml), nickel–
ammonium sulfate (0.1%), and hydrogen peroxide (0.003%) dissolved
in Tris buffer. Sections were mounted onto gelatin-coated slides, dehy-
drated, and coverslipped with DPX Mountant (Sigma-Aldrich). Regions
of interest were digitalized by an Olympus DP70 Light Microscope and
CCD camera system at 60 –250� magnification, and analyzed by an
experimenter blind to treatments. Sections labeled with fluorescent-
conjugated antibodies were mounted on glass slides and coverslipped
using Mowiol4 – 88 fluorescent mounting medium and analyzed using
C2 Confocal Laser-Scanning Microscope (Nikon Europe). Two-dimen-
sional overview images (tiles) of mPFC were acquired by 488, 561, and
642 nm lasers. Images were taken of three sections (at �3.7, �3.2, and
�2.7 levels from bregma). For the FG/CTB coexpression quantification,
single-labeled and double-labeled neurons were counted manually using
NIS Elements Software (Nikon Europe; RRID:SCR_014329), while
NeuN-positive cell counting was performed using ImageJ Software (ver-
sion 1.41; National Institutes of Health; RRID:SCR_003070).

Characterization of mPFC efferents at the level of MBH and LH (Exper-
iment 2). Here we investigated the arborization of mPFC neurons in the
LH and MBH, and checked the presence of axon terminals in these hy-
pothalamic fields. The study was performed in those rats, which were
used in the behavioral experiments presented below. As anterograde
tracers, we used adeno-associated virus (AAV)-mediated gene transfer
carrying the gene for channelrhodopsin-2 (ChR2) fused to enhanced
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yellow fluorescent protein (eYFP). We injected an AAV vector that en-
coded ChR2 [AAV2.5.hSyn.hChR2(H134R)eYFP.WPRE.hGH; 1.3e13
GC/ml titer; catalog #26973, Addgene; Penn Vector Core] into the mPFC
(AP, 2.8 mm; ML, 0.6 mm; DV, 4.4 and 5.0 mm from bregma) by means
of a MicroSyringe Pump Controller system (World Precision Instru-
ments). To cover both regions of interest, we first injected 50 –50 nl/cc
virus into the IL and PrL. Five weeks after injections, rats were perfused
under deep anesthesia, and brains were processed for confocal micros-
copy as described above. The extension of virus expression in the mPFC
was investigated in serial sections covering the entire area. The rostro-
caudal distance between the analyzed sections was 90 �m. The fluores-
cence of eYFP was amplified with anti-GFP labeling. For coexpression
analysis of eYFP and vesicular GABA transporter (vGAT)/vesicular glu-
tamate transporter 1 (vGLUT1) in the hypothalamus, high-resolution
(0.1 �m/pixel) z-stack images (z-step size, 0.5 �m) were taken from 10
�m of the slice. Confocal images were acquired using identical pinhole
size, gain level, axial section (z) depth, and laser intensity settings for all
hypothalamic slices. NIS Elements Software was used to quantify eYFP/
vGLUT1 and eYFP/vGAT double-labeled axon varicosities in the LH and
MBH. A 210 �m � 210 �m counting frame was used in both regions on
three slices (at �1.80, �1.88, and �2.12 from bregma). The antibodies
used in the experiment are presented in Table 1.

In vitro electrophysiology (Experiment 3). This study aimed at verifying
whether the photostimulation of mPFC axon terminals at the level of
hypothalamus can reliably affect postsynaptic neuronal activity in this
area. The above-mentioned virus construct was injected into the mPFC
of young male rats on postnatal day 30 (P30) to P35 under deep anesthe-
sia, using the same protocol as described above, except that they were not
submitted to behavioral testing. Animals were given 4 weeks to recover
and express ChR2 in axon terminals before recording. The brain was
removed rapidly and immersed in ice-cold sodium-free solution (in mM:
saccharose 205.0, KCl 2.5, NaHCO3 26.0, CaCl2 1.0, MgCl2 5.0, NaH2PO4

1.25, and glucose 10) bubbled with a mixture of 95% O2 and 5% CO2.
Acute 250-�m-thick coronal slices containing MBH were then prepared
with a VT-1000S Vibratome (Leica) in the sodium-free solution. The
slices were transferred into artificial CSF (aCSF; in mM: NaCl 130.0, KCl
3.5, NaHCO3 26.0, CaCl2 2.5, MgSO4 1.2, NaH2PO4 1.25, and glucose
10) saturated with O2/CO2, and kept in it for 1 h to equilibrate. The initial
temperature of aCSF was 33°C, which was left to cool to room tempera-
ture during equilibration. Electrophysiological recording, during which
the brain slices were oxygenated by bubbling the aCSF with O2/CO2 gas,
was performed at 33°C. An Axopatch 200B patch-clamp amplifier, a
Digidata-1322A Data Acquisition System, and pCLAMP version 10.4
software (Molecular Devices; RRID:SCR_011323) were used for record-
ing. Cells were visualized with a BX51WI IR-DIC Microscope (Olympus)
located on a S’Table antivibration table (Supertech). The patch elec-
trodes (outer diameter, 1.5 mm, thin wall; Hilgenberg) were pulled with
a Flaming-Brown P-97 puller (Sutter Instrument) and polished with an
MF-830 Microforge (Narishige). MBH was identified under microscopic

control. Exit of the glass fiber of the 473 nm emission wavelength IKE-
473–100-OP Laser (Ikecool) was set onto the surface of the brain slice, at
the hypothalamic attack area of the MBH. Then a neuron was patch
clamped in the close vicinity (in 200 –300 �m) of the end of the glass
fiber. Whole-cell patch-clamp measurements were performed to record
postsynaptic currents (PSCs). The neurons were voltage clamped at a
pipette holding potential of �70 mV. Pipette resistance was 1–2 M�, and
resistance of the gigaseal was 2–3 G�. The pipette solution contained the
following (in mM): K-gluconate 130, NaCl 10, KCl 10, MgCl2 0.1, HEPES
10, EGTA 1, Mg-ATP 4, and Na-GTP 0.3 (pH 7.3 with KOH). Osmolarity
was adjusted to 295–300 mOsm with sorbitol. Duration of a laser pulse
was 10 ms with 2.5 mW power. A train of laser pulses was applied at
0.2 Hz (60 pulses totally). For analysis, records of the 60 pulses were
averaged. In total, analysis contained 12 recorded cells from three
animals. Recordings were stored and analyzed off-line using the
Clampfit module of the PClamp version 10.4 software (Molecular
Devices; RRID:SCR_011323).

Behavioral effects of axonal photostimulation in the MBH and LH
(Experiments 4 and 5). Here we investigated the behavioral effects of
axonal photostimulation in the MBH and LH, respectively. The two
experiments were highly similar except for the target of the stimulation
(Experiment 4, MBH; Experiment 5, LH). Viral infection of the mPFC
was performed as described for Experiment 2. Two weeks later, rats were
implanted with an optic fiber (diameter, 250 �m; flat tip) either in the
MBH (AP, 1.8 mm; ML, �1 mm; DV, �8.8 mm) or LH (AP, 2.3 mm;
ML, 2 mm; DV, 7.4 mm). We used custom optic fibers (AFS 105/125Y;
numerical aperture, 0.22; low OH) that were obtained from Thorlabs;
light transmission through the optic fiber was checked for each rat. Im-
plants were secured to the skull by screws and acrylic resin (Duracryl
Plus, SpofaDental). Behavioral testing started 2 weeks after optic fiber
implantation. Virus injection sites and optic fiber locations were verified
using immunohistochemistry as described above. No rat was excluded
from the study except for those where virus expression extended beyond
the mPFC or where the tip of the optic fiber was outside the target
hypothalamic areas (n � 8 in the case of MBH; n � 10 in the case of LH).

Territorial aggressive behavior was studied in the RI test performed in
Plexiglas cages measuring 40 � 25 � 25 cm. Three days before the RI test,
resident animals were transferred into test cages designed for photo-
stimulation. The 10-min-long resident/intruder test started with the
placement of a smaller conspecific (300 –350 g) into the test cage. Con-
comitantly, photostimulation was initiated and maintained for 3 min
(473 nm light delivery, 20 mW output power, 20 Hz with 10 ms pulses).
The same rats underwent the test four times in 2 d intervals. Photostimu-
lation was applied in two of the trials. In the other two trials, rats were
connected to optic fibers, but no light was delivered. Stimulation and
no-stimulation trials followed according to a randomized crossover de-
sign. The test was performed in the early phase of the dark period under
dim red illumination provided by two 40 W red bulbs placed on the
ceiling of the experimental room. Behavior was video recorded, and bit-

Table 1. Details of the immunohistochemical reagents used in the study

Antigen targeted Primary antibody Secondary antibody Tertiary antibody/amplification

NeuN Mouse monoclonal (1:5000; catalog #MAB377,
Merck Millipore; RRID:AB_2298772)

Alexa Fluor 647-conjugated donkey IgG (1:200) None

CTB Goat polyclonal (1:5000; catalog #703, List
Biological Laboratories; RRID:AB_2314252)

Biotin/Alexa Fluor 594-conjugated donkey IgG
(1:1000/1:200)

ABC/none

FG Rabbit polyclonal (1:10,000; Fluorochrome;
RRID:AB_2314408)

Biotin-conjugated donkey IgG (1:500/1:1000) ABC/Alexa Fluor 488-conjugated
streptavidin (1:500)

GFP Chicken polyclonal (1:2000; catalog #A10262,
Life Technologies; RRID:AB_2534023)

Alexa Fluor 488-conjugated goat IgG (1:1000)
overnight incubation

None

c-Fos Rabbit polyclonal (1:5000; catalog #sc-52, Santa
Cruz Biotechnology; RRID:AB_2106783)

Alexa Fluor 594-conjugated donkey IgG None

vGAT Rabbit polyclonal (1:2000; catalog #131003,
Synaptic Systems; RRID:AB_887869)

Alexa Fluor 647-conjugated goat IgG None

vGLUT1 Guinea pig polyclonal (1:1000; catalog #135304l,
Synaptic Systems; RRID:AB_887878)

Cy3-conjugated goat IgG None

ABC, avidin– biotin complex.
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ing attacks were later analyzed in detail by an experimenter who was
blind to treatment conditions.

Behavioral analysis focused on the patterns of biting attacks, namely
on attack targeting and the relationship between offensive threats and
attacks (Tóth et al., 2008). Attack episodes were analyzed at low speed
(frame-by-frame if necessary) for identifying attack targets and the con-
text of attack. An attack was considered vulnerable if it targeted the head
(areas anterior to the ears), the throat (the ventral area below the ears),
the belly (ventral areas between legs), or the paws. Dorsal and lateral areas
(posterior to the ears and dorsal to the legs) were considered nonvulner-
able targets. An attack was considered not signaled if it was not preceded
by an offensive threat, and signaled if it was performed in the context of
an offensive threat. Both vulnerable and nonsignaled attacks, respec-
tively, were expressed as the percentage of total attacks according to the
following formulas: vulnerable attack counts/total attack counts � 100;
and not signaled attack counts/total attack counts � 100. The frequency
and duration of the following behavioral variables were also assessed:
exploration (sniffing directed toward the environment); social investiga-
tion (sniffing directed toward the opponent’s flank, nasal, or anogenital
region); grooming (self-grooming with forepaws and scratching with
hindlegs); offense (aggressive grooming, lateral threat, offensive upright
posture, mounting, and chasing taken together); defense (defensive up-
right, defensive kick, fleeing, and freezing taken together); dominant
posture (keeping down the opponent while he is laying on his back); and
submissive posture (laying on back while being kept down by the
opponent).

Stimulation without ChR2 substrate (Experiment 6). This study aimed
at investigating the ChR2 specificity of behavioral changes induced by
photostimulation. All experimental conditions were the same, and rats
were prepared as described for Experiments 4 and 5, with the exception
that the virus vector did not contain the gene for ChR2. We used the
adeno-associated virus vector AAV-hSyn-EYFP (titer, 3 � 10 12; Add-
gene; University of North Carolina, Chapel Hill, NC).

Checking the backward propagation of excitation (Experiment 7). The
experiment was performed to check possible confounds resulting from
the backward propagation of hypothalamic excitation into the mPFC.
Rats were prepared as described for Experiments 4 and 5, and were stim-
ulated in their home cage under resting conditions. The stimulation
protocol was the one described above. Stimulation was followed by tran-
scardial perfusion for c-Fos immunohistochemistry (see above and Table
1). c-Fos-positive cell numbers were counted in mPFC to measure po-
tential retrograde propagation-induced neuronal activation.

The sociability test (Experiment 8). This experiment was performed to
verify whether the effects on aggression were explained by changes in
sociability. Rats used in Experiment 4 were submitted to a modified
three-chamber sociability test 2 d after the last resident/intruder test.
Subjects were placed in an open field arena measuring 100 � 100 � 40
cm. After a 5-min-long habituation period, when animals could explore
the arena freely, a smaller male conspecific (age, 8 –9 weeks; weight,
300 –350 g) was presented in a plastic perforated cylinder in the corner of
the arena, whereas an empty cylinder was placed in another corner. Im-
mediately after placing the cylinders, the photostimulation protocol de-
scribed for the resident/intruder tests was initiated. We recorded the total
distance covered by means of Noldus EthoVision software (locomotor
activity) and the time spent with investigating cylinders by means of an
H77 event-recorder software. Social motivation was evaluated by means
of the following formula: 100 � the time spent investigating conspecific
cylinder/(time investigating conspecific cylinder � time investigating
empty cylinder).

Statistics
Data were expressed as the mean � SEM and were analyzed by one-factor
or two-factor ANOVA, as shown in Results. This was followed by Dun-
can pairwise comparisons where appropriate. When necessary, data were
square root transformed to fulfill ANOVA requirements. Significance
level was set at p 	 0.05 throughout.

Results
Large and relatively distinct mPFC neuron populations
innervate the MBH and LH
To investigate in detail the pathways connecting the mPFC to
hypothalamic attack areas, we injected the retrograde tracers
CTB and FG into the MBH and LH, respectively (Fig. 1A–C; N �
8). Findings revealed a large share of mPFC neurons that send
projections to the relatively small hypothalamic attack areas (Fig.
1D–F). The distribution of neurons projecting to the MBH
and LH was different across mPFC layers (two-factor ANOVA:
Finjection site�layer(2,18) � 4.13, p � 0.03; Fig. 1F). Dual CTB/FG
retrograde tracing revealed three distinct types of projection neu-
rons in the mPFC (Fig. 1G,H). Of the 864 neurons counted in
three rats, 598 were retrogradely labeled from the LH and 168
were labeled from the MBH, whereas 98 were labeled from both
nuclei. MBH-projecting neurons were localized in layers III/V,
whereas LH-projecting neurons showed prominent expression in
both layers III/V and VI. In all layers, projection neurons were
intermingled with other neurons (i.e., those that did not project
to the hypothalamus; Fig. 1F).

The mPFC densely innervates hypothalamic centers of attack,
which respond to optic stimulation
Projection areas were investigated by injecting an AAV vector
carrying the gene for ChR2 fused to eYFP into the mPFC as
anterograde tracer (Fig. 2A–D). This study revealed a rich net-
work of mPFC fibers in both the LH and MBH (Fig. 2E; N � 18).
Coexpression of eYFP with vGLUT1 and vGAT, which accumu-
late in axon terminals and varicosities and indicate the presence
of synapses (Chaudhry et al., 1998; Fremeau et al., 2001) showed
minimal mPFC GABAergic afferents in the hypothalamus, but
numerous glutamatergic release sites (Fig. 2F,G; N � 4). Finally,
our electrophysiological study in acute hypothalamic brain slices
performed in 12 cells from three rats (Fig. 2H) showed that the
photostimulation of ChR2-expressing terminals originating
from the mPFC is able to generate postsynaptic responses in the
hypothalamus (Fig. 2I). These findings demonstrate robust and
relatively distinct excitatory projections from the mPFC to the
two hypothalamic attack areas, and show that the terminals are
responsive to optogenetic stimulation.

Stimulation of mPFC–LH pathway selectively promotes
abnormal patterns of attack
To study the functional role of the mPFC–LH projection in ag-
gression, we induced ChR2/eYFP expression in the mPFC by the
same adeno-associated virus and implanted optic fibers with tips
aiming at the LH (Fig. 3-1 available at https://doi.org/10.1523/
JNEUROSCI.3234-17.2018.f3-1; N � 10). Then, we submitted
rats to four resident/intruder tests associated or not associated
with photostimulation according to an alternating crossover de-
sign (Fig. 3A). A 473 nm laser stimulation at 20 Hz (3 min dura-
tion; 20 ms pulse width)—the maximal frequency at which spike
fidelity was close to 100%, and which reliably affected aggression
in the hypothalamus (Hong et al., 2014; Lee et al., 2014)— did not
affect the bite counts or the latency of bite delivery (Fig. 3B,C).
However, the vast majority of bites either targeted vulnerable
body parts of opponents or were not signaled socially in stimula-
tion trials (two-factor ANOVA: Fstimulation(1,35) � 19.27, p � 0.01;
Ftrial(1,35) � 0.07, p � 0.78; Finteraction(1,35) � 0.72; p � 0.39; Fig.
3D). Such attacks are considered abnormal in the context of reg-
ularly performed resident/intruder tests but are frequently ob-
served in models of abnormal aggression (Haller and Kruk, 2006;
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Tulogdi et al., 2010; Miczek et al., 2013). Moreover, we saw the
emergence of highly abnormal bites (i.e., bites that were not sig-
naled socially and, in addition, targeted vulnerable body parts of
opponents;, two-factor ANOVA: Fstimulation(1,35) � 4.37, p � 0.04;
Ftrial(1,35) � 0.01, p � 0.98; Finteraction(1,35) � 0.01, p � 0.98; Fig.
3E). Such highly abnormal attacks occurred only in conjunction

with LH stimulation as no similar bites
were present when the MBH was stimu-
lated (Fig. 4E). Stimulation affected no
other behavior in the resident/intruder
test (Fig. 3F), demonstrating the high
behavioral specificity of the effects. To in-
vestigate the temporal relation between
stimulation and effect, we compiled a
graph showing both the temporal distri-
bution of bites over the trial for each
animal, and the overall frequency– distri-
bution curve for all bites (Fig. 3G). The
temporal distribution of biting attacks
followed the typical inverted U-shaped
curve in both types of trials, but context-
typical bites were replaced by abnormal
bites over the whole trial. Noteworthy,
however, effects did not carry over to the
next trial (Fig. 3H).

Stimulation of mPFC–MBH pathway
selectively increases bite counts
The study aimed at investigating the func-
tional role of the mPFC–MBH projection
was performed in a highly similar fashion
except that photostimulation was aimed
at the MBH this time (Fig. 4A and Fig.
4-1 available at https://doi.org/10.1523/
JNEUROSCI.3234-17.2018.f4-1; N � 8).
Rats delivered significantly more bites in
stimulation compared with nonstimulation
trials (Fstimulation(1,28) � 10.23; p � 0.01;
Ftrial(1,28) � 0.63, p � 0.43; Finteraction(1,28) �
0.63; p � 0.43; Fig. 4B). This effect was also
highly selective, as bite latencies, the
shares of abnormal and highly abnormal
attacks, as well as behaviors regularly per-
formed in resident/intruder tests were all
unresponsive to stimulation (Fig. 4C–F).
A within-trial analysis of events showed
that the frequency distribution of bites
was markedly changed by stimulation (Fig.
4G). The increasing phase of bite delivery
was similar in the two trial types, but rats did
not diminish biting behavior over time
when mPFC afferents were photostimu-
lated in the MBH. Again, effects did not
carry over to the next trial (Fig. 4H).

The specificity of effects
To exclude that the behavioral effects of
photostimulation were due to the physical
effects of light rather than to the stimula-
tion of hypothalamic mPFC afferents, we
performed a study similar to the previous
ones except that the virus carried the
light-insensitive eYFP gene alone (Fig.

5A). Under these conditions, photostimulation of the MBH did
not affect behavior in the resident/intruder test (Fig. 5B–F). Fur-
thermore, we investigated whether axonal discharges elicited by
photostimulation propagate backward, thus affecting the mPFC
in addition to the MBH and LH. The viral vector carried either
eYFP alone or together with ChR2 in these studies, whereas light

Figure 1. Retrograde labeling from MBH and LH reveals large, dominantly nonoverlapping populations of mPFC projection
neurons. A, The schematic of the study. B, C, Representative CTB and FG injection sites in the MBH and LH, respectively.
D, E, Low-magnification photomicrographs depicting CTB- and FG-labeled neurons that project to the MBH and LH, respectively.
F, The share of projection neurons expressed as the percentage of the total number of neurons in the PrL and IL. The total number
of neurons was assessed by NeuN staining (data not shown in the photomicrographs). G, Large-magnification photomicrographs
illustrating mPFC neurons retrogradely labeled from the MBH, the LH, or both (coexpression). H, The number of neurons expressing
CTB, FG, or both of the 864 that were evaluated. Note that F shows a share of labeled neurons, whereas H shows their actual
numbers. Apparent discrepancies are due to layer differences in neuron density. 3V, Third ventricle; fmi, forceps minor; fx, fornix;
OT, optic tract. *Significant difference between MBH and LH projections ( p 	 0.01).
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Figure 2. The mPFC densely innervates hypothalamic centers of attack by excitatory projections. A, The schematic of the study. B, Representative 3D reconstruction of eYFP labeling in the mPFC
of one rat. C, 3D reconstruction of the LH and MBH within the hypothalamus with anatomical landmarks. D, The distribution of virus infection indicated by eYFP labeling in the mPFC of all the 18 rats
investigated in resident/intruder tests. The schematics show brain sections at 3.2 mm from bregma, where labeling was most extensive. E, Confocal photomicrographs illustrating the density of
prefrontal fibers in the LH and MBH. F, Confocal photomicrographs illustrating prefrontal terminals triple labeled for eYFP, vGAT, and vGLUT1. G, The average number of terminals coexpressing
vGAT/eYFP and vGLUT1/eYFP in the LH and MBH. H, The schematic of in vitro electrophysiological recordings. I, Averaged PSCs evoked by photostimulation in hypothalamic neurons adjacent to
eYFP-labeled terminals. Insert, Zoomed version of I showing the temporal relationship between the laser shot and the evoked PSC. Cg1, Anterior cingulate cortex; DP, dorsal peduncular cortex; fmi,
forceps minor; fx, fornix; OF, the tip of the optic fiber; PVN, paraventricular nucleus of the hypothalamus; V3, third ventricle.
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was administered into the LH or MBH. c-Fos expression in the
mPFC was highly similar in the two groups (Fig. 5G–I). Finally,
we checked whether the effects of stimulation were secondary to
changes in sociability, which would have rendered them conse-
quences of general changes in social motivation rather than real
behavioral effects. Stimulation, however, affected neither social
preference nor locomotion in the sociability test (Fig. 5J–L).
These findings show that behavioral effects observed in the
previous studies were due to the selective activation of prefron-
tal– hypothalamic projections and underline the behavioral spec-
ificity of the effects.

Discussion
Here we show that the photostimulation of hypothalamic mPFC
terminals elicited specific behavioral responses in the resident/

intruder test. Particularly, the photostimulation of terminals in
the MBH selectively increased attack counts, whereas the stimu-
lation of mPFC terminals in the LH elicited violent attacks with-
out changing their frequency or any other behavior. This subtle
mechanism appeared to involve a large share of mPFC neurons,
which densely and rather selectively innervate the two hypothalamic
sites where they form a large number of glutamate release sites. To-
gether, our findings show that the overall roles of the mPFC in ag-
gression are distributed among highly specialized prefrontal neuron
populations, the hypothalamic terminals of which contain vGLUT1
(i.e., are likely glutamatergic).

The mPFC projects to a large variety of brain structures from
neighboring cortical structures, through the midbrain, to caudal
parts of the brainstem (Sesack et al., 1989; Ongür and Price, 2000;

Figure 3. Photostimulation of mPFC afferents in the LH selectively increased the share of abnormal attacks. A, The schematic of the study. B–E, Variables that characterize biting attacks (for
explanations, see legends below). F, Behaviors recorded during resident/intruder tests. Trials were shown here as contiguous columns. G, The temporal distribution of biting attacks. The presence
of stimulation was indicated by the color code. Each row of vertical lines depicts bites delivered by individual rats; distance from the left-hand y-axis shows their timing. Curves are second-order
polynomial fits of total bite frequencies over the encounter (see right-hand y-axis for the scale). H, Changes in the share of vulnerable bites over trials in two representative rats in which stimulation
was associated with the first and third or the second and fourth trials, respectively. Please see Figure 3-1 available at https://doi.org/10.1523/JNEUROSCI.3234-17.2018.f3-1 for the location of the
tips of optic fibers within the LH. Abnormal attacks, Bites not preceded by social signals or aimed at vulnerable targets (e.g., the head, throat or belly); DOM, dominant posture; EXP, exploration; GRO,
grooming; highly abnormal: bites targeting vulnerable body parts of opponents without social signaling; OFF, offensive behaviors; RES, resting; SOC, social interactions. *Significant difference
between stimulated and nonstimulated R/I tests ( p 	 0.01).
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Heidbreder and Groenewegen, 2003). Considering the large number
of mPFC target areas, the high share of neurons projecting to
aggression-related hypothalamic sites, together with their rich
arborization suggested per se that the mPFC has important roles
in the control of aggression. Importantly, mPFC neurons proved
to be rather specific with respect to their hypothalamic targets,
suggesting the existence of neuron populations dedicated to par-
ticular brain loci.

The stimulation of important aspects of aggression by projec-
tions of the mPFC appears highly surprising, as the prefrontal
deficit theory of aggression predicts the opposite, with one of the
main arguments being that structural prefrontal deficits decrease
aggression (Glenn et al., 2013; Blair, 2015). It is noteworthy that
this hypothesis was based on studies that considered the area as a

whole and did not dissect the functions of particular projections.
Even in such studies, however, aggression-induced brain activa-
tion patterns support the notion that the mPFC may promote
aggression acutely, namely during its execution. This line of evi-
dence shows that aggression increases the activity of the prefron-
tal cortex in both animals and humans; moreover, activation was
further increased in aggression-related psychopathologies and
rodent models of abnormal aggression (Halász et al., 2006; Haller
et al., 2006; Lotze et al., 2007; New et al., 2009; Veit et al., 2010;
Beiderbeck et al., 2012; Montag et al., 2012; Toth et al., 2012; Ago
et al., 2013). We showed that the two apparently contradictory
phenomena can coexist: rats submitted to the postweaning social
isolation model of abnormal aggression showed both predispo-
sitional structural deficits in the mPFC (including volume reduc-

Figure 4. Photostimulation of mPFC afferents in the MBH selectively increased attack counts. A, The schematic of the study. B–E, Variables that characterize biting attacks. F, Behaviors recorded
during resident/intruder tests. Subsequent trials were shown here as contiguous columns. G, The temporal distribution of biting attacks. H, Changes in bite counts over trials in two representative
rats in which stimulation was associated with the first and third or the second and fourth trials, respectively. Please see Figure 4-1 available at https://doi.org/10.1523/JNEUROSCI.3234-17.2018.f4-1
for the location of the tips of optic fibers within the MBH. For explanations and abbreviations, see Figure 3. *Significant difference between stimulated and non-stimulated R/I tests ( p 	 0.01).
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tions) and increased activation by aggression in the very same
area (Biro et al., 2017). Present findings show that particular
projections of the mPFC do increase aggression, which further
supports the notion that while long-term prefrontal deficits
may induce a predilection toward aggressiveness, the execu-
tion of aggressive acts requires high prefrontal activity (Haller,
2014).

In our studies, the temporal relationship between stimulation
and effect was rather different from that seen earlier with the
direct stimulation of the hypothalamus. In these earlier studies,
behavioral responses emerged seconds after the start of electric
stimulations, and vanished immediately after their halting (Vergnes
and Karli, 1969; Bandler, 1970; Kruk et al., 1990). Similarly, the op-
togenetic stimulation of the mouse VMHvl was immediately fol-

lowed by bite delivery without apparent poststimulation effects
(Lin et al., 2011; Lee et al., 2014). The stimulation of mPFC ter-
minals in the very same hypothalamic areas altered behavior after
a considerable latency, and effects lasted considerably longer than
the stimulation, albeit remaining reversible over the 2 d that sep-
arated trials. This suggests that the mPFC is not a direct activator
of hypothalamic attack mechanisms but exerts modulatory influ-
ences. One can hypothesize that such modulatory influences on
the functioning of hypothalamic attack areas may have gradually
changed the valence of the conflict by making it more violent.
Once this change in behavioral valence emerged, the new strategy
became self-sustaining and did not require the continuation of
stimulation. The mechanisms by which the hypothalamus trans-
lates glutamatergic mPFC inputs into specific action patterns re-

Figure 5. Control studies. A, The extension of virus infection in rats studied in the resident/intruder test presented here. The experiment was performed according to the schematic shown in Figure
3, but the virus carried this time the gene of the light-insensitive eYFP alone. B–F, Behaviors recorded in the four resident/intruder trials. G, Rats treated as shown in Figure 3A were photostimulated
in their home cage, after which their brains were sampled and assessed for the expression of the neuronal activation marker c-Fos in the mPFC. H, I, The findings and representative photomicro-
graphs of the c-Fos expression study. J, Rats treated as shown in Figure 3A were photostimulated in the MBH and submitted to the three-chamber sociability test. K, L, The results of the
three-chamber sociability test. For explanations and abbreviations, see Figure 3. *Significant difference between stimulated and nonstimulated R/I tests ( p 	 0.01).
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mains to be elucidated; however, novel concepts about the role of
the hypothalamus in aggression outline that attack centers are
not “automated” executory regions but integrate a variety of sen-
sorimotor information (Falkner and Lin, 2014). The present
findings show that hypothalamic attack centers integrate this sen-
sory information with prefrontal inputs to control particular
behaviors.

It was established that the mPFC monitors ongoing conflicts,
assesses and anticipates the value of different behavioral options,
and decisively contributes to behavioral response selection (Vertes,
2006; Bonini et al., 2014; Saunders et al., 2017). In the case of ag-
gression, dedicated hypothalamic projections of the mPFC pro-
vide the area with the capacity to control important aspects of
violent behavior separately, and by this making prefrontal con-
trol more flexible and precise. In the perspective of these findings,
decision-making by local prefrontal circuits (Ridderinkhof et al.,
2004) may be perceived as occurring through mechanisms that
compete for the activation of such highly specialized mPFC neu-
ron populations, which provide a vehicle for the translation of
decisions into aggressive acts.
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